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Myths about 
Creativity
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Only certain people are 
creative.

Creativity arrives in spurts, 
out of the blue.

You cannot learn to be 
creative

Some people are just born 
with talent.



Myths about Creativity

 You’re afraid you have no talent.
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Myths about Creativity

 You’re afraid you have no talent.

 You’re afraid you’ll be rejected or criticized.

 You’re afraid somebody else already did it.

 You’re afraid somebody will steal your ideas. 

 You’re afraid you neglected your creativity for so 

long that now you can never get it back. 

Adapted from Big Magic: Creative Living Beyond Fear by Elizabeth Gilbert



Unleashing your creativity is really scary! 

But once you do it, it’s one of the most 
satisfying, exciting feelings you’ll ever have.



Creativity Poll

Respond to the poll question  “Have you 
ever…” by selecting the activities that apply 
to you.

We’ll review the results when the poll closes. 
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The World Economic Forum’s Top 3 
Job Skills for Today’s Workplace

1. Critical thinking

2. Complex problem solving

3. Creativity



Critical 
Thinking
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The ability to analyze 
objectively; make 
reasoned judgments.

Critical thinkers choose 
what info is useful to solve 
problems, make decisions. 

Critical thinking is self-
directed, self-disciplined, 
and creative.



Complex Problem Solving

Analytical – thinking it through 
deliberately, rigorously. Test it, see if it 
works.

Intuitive – the “magical” way – stare at 
letters, let them roll around in your 
head, and then Bang! You have it!
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Creative Problem Solving

Put the letters in order to form a word.

HHTLAE

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

What did you get? Please share. 



Complex Problem Solving

Try this one.

P Y A H P  

___ ___ ___ ___ ___

What did you get? Please share.
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Complex Problem Solving

HEALTHY & 

HAPPY!
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Which process do you think you used? 
Analytical or Intuitive?

Please share your answer.



Asset-Based Thinking

Problem solving is deficit 
based: what’s wrong? 
What’s not working? 
What do we fix?

Asset-based thinking 
looks for solutions & 
opportunities over 
problems; strengths not 
weaknesses; what can 
be done vs. what can’t.
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Complex Problem Solving:
Asset-Based Thinking

PROBLEM CHANGE

Problems are always related to change 
and vice versa.



Complex Problem Solving:
Asset-Based Thinking

PROBLEM CHANGE

OPPORTUNITY

Problems & change both bring 
opportunities



Asset Based Thinking (ABT) 
Deficit Based Thinking (DBT)

How could you change this 
deficit-based thinking (DBT)?

This is hard!

I’m clueless

It’ll never happen.

How can the same situation be 
framed as asset-based?
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What a challenge! 

I don’t know yet.

Looking forward
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When you change the way you look at 
things,

the things you look at change.

Wayne Dyer



Creativity



Creativity
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We are all creative 
animals. 

Creativity sets humans 
apart from other species. 

AI, robots, & algorithms 
are useful but only the 
human mind can create.



Creativity at Work

Your Amazing Brain



Creativity at Work: Why?

Engagement

Innovation

SolutionsSatisfaction
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Creativity at Work:
The Brain

Weight: 3 lbs.

30 billion cells called neurons.

100 trillion synapses

Never turns off, even in sleep.
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But wait…the 
brain
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Can’t create

Processes emotions but does 
not feel

Doesn’t think for itself

Responds to the mind.

Requires outside stimulus to 
grow or it atrophies and dies.
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https://www.wisc-online.com/asset-repository/viewasset?id=975


The Mind
The mind receives a constant 
barrage of thoughts and ideas. 

It directs our thoughts, 
actions, feelings.

The mind has metacognition –
aware of what we’re thinking 
and feeling ~~ Mindfulness

The mind is not found 
anywhere in the brain. 



Creativity at Work:
The Triune Brain

The brain evolved over time. It must evolve 
for its survival.

Three brains in one – separate but 
interconnected areas of specialization:

– The Reptilian Brain

– The Limbic System

– The Neocortex
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The Triune Brain

Limbic

Reptilian

Neocortex
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Creativity at Work:
The Reptilian Brain

Knows how to deceive for survival.

Follows precedent and 
routine blindly.

Primal. Same 
as reptiles.

Major goal: 
SURVIVAL

It’s an 
animal.

Governs 
automatic 
functions
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Creativity at Work:
The Limbic Brain

Middle brain. 

Plays a role in bonding 
and emotions.

Social and emotional 
brain.

Contains resources 
essential for long-term 
memory.
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Creativity at Work: The Neocortex

80-85% of brain mass.

Essential for higher-level functions:

Language

Abstract thought

Problem-solving

Creativity

It’s what makes us uniquely human.
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Creativity at Work

While most workplace activities involve the 
Neocortex function of the brain, some tap 
into Reptilian behavior.

When or how does that occur?

Please share your thoughts.
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Basic Brain Principle: Stimulus

The brain cannot 
grow without 
stimulus.

It needs novelty, 
surprise, creative 
ideas to survive.
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Creating a Culture of …



Creating a Culture 
of “WOW”
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WOWs bring something new. 

Unfamiliar activities are the 
brain’s best friend.

There is enjoyment, excitement 
– something’s happening here!

WOWs are quality experiences.



Creating a Culture of WOW!

Culture is learned behavior 
about how we interact.

Boring, redundant, 
routines cause a comatose 
work culture.

The brain needs stimulus 
to survive. 

Stimulating attention with 
a creative WOW swiftly 
produces a Culture of 
WOW.
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Creating a Culture of WOW

The more routines you have, the more 
options exist to pepper them with novelty. 

They can be a broad, expansive WOW! 

Or a small, lower-case wow for something 
touching, moving, or sweet.

WOWs engage, acknowledge & motivate. 
They unleash creativity
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What is a  “WOW” and How is a 
WOW Worthwhile?

Wows embody novelty. 

They are 

spontaneous meaningful

surprise!
Pleasant experiences that make people 
laugh.

Creating periodic WOW’s keeps the 
brain alive and motivated. 
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Creating a Culture of “WOW”

Some ideas …

Jokes at meetings Meet outside; walk
Show & Tell Embarrassing moments 
Starbuck’s gift cards Colorful Agendas
Wear a hat Music soundtrack
Drop off a book, candy, pumpkin!
Be wacky now & then!
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. 

Attention Getting

Pleasant Surprise

Novel, Different



Two Purposes:

1. Stimulates, 
Draws Attention

2. Connects to 
learning & memory



Brain Principle: Keep it Short

Brains 
disengage after 

10 minutes

Keep meetings 
frequent but 

short.

Agenda: 3-4 
items max.

Change 
direction, add 

variety

Pepper 
throughout 
with WOWs

5 people @1 
hr = 5 hours.
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Creativity & Collaboration
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Collaborative Teams
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Reflects today’s workplace

Flexible, inclusive, and diverse

Strengths & talents of each member 
elicited and blended to task

Synergistic

Creates mutual trust & respect

Generates creativity



The Creative Process

Preparation: gather materials, tools, ideas, 
inspiration. Internal and external process.

Incubation: let ideas simmer, marinate. Take 
mind off project. Allow mind to rest. 

Illumination: Aha! Eureka! Insights arise out 
of nowhere. Creativity flows on its own.

Verification: work to produce it. 

Recognition: share, get feedback.



The Creative Process

INCUBATION

ILLUMINATION

PREPARATION

VERIFICATION

RECOGNITION
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Questions or Comments…
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